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Abstract
Interactive deformation via control handles is essential in computer graphics for the modeling of 3D geometry. Deformation
control structures include lattices for free-form deformation and skeletons for character articulation, but this report focuses on
cage-based deformation. Cages for deformation control are coarse polygonal meshes that encase the to-be-deformed geometry,
enabling high-resolution deformation. Cage-based deformation enables users to quickly manipulate 3D geometry by deforming
the cage. Due to their utility, cage-based deformation techniques increasingly appear in many geometry modeling applications.
For this reason, the computer graphics community has invested a great deal of effort in the past decade and beyond into improv-
ing automatic cage generation and cage-based deformation. Recent advances have significantly extended the practical capabili-
ties of cage-based deformation methods. As a result, there is a large body of research on cage-based deformation. In this report,
we provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of the art in cage-based deformation of 3D geometry. We discuss
current methods in terms of deformation quality, practicality, and precomputation demands. In addition, we highlight potential
future research directions that overcome current issues and extend the set of practical applications. In conjunction with this
survey, we publish an application to unify the most relevant deformation methods. Our report is intended for computer graphics
researchers, developers of interactive geometry modeling applications, and 3D modeling and character animation artists.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Shape modeling; • Mathematics of computing → Interpolation;

1. Introduction

Interactive deformation of geometry is a fundamental computer
graphics task. For user interaction, a set of control handles corre-
sponding to points in space is used. Deformation applications vi-
sualize these handles for user interaction via mouse. First, the user
selects certain handles. Second, the user relocates them by moving
the mouse. During relocation, each handle locally deforms a part of
the geometry in the relocation direction. When the user performed
the intended deformation, they release the control handle. Finally,
the application visualizes the deformed geometry.

For intuitive deformation control, applications organize their
handles in a sophisticated control structure, because point-based
deformation control provides no clear indication of how the influ-
ence on the geometry is shared by different control handles. In a
pioneering work, SEDERBERG and PARRY [SP86] arrange control
points in a control lattice to allow for free-form deformation of ge-
ometrical objects included by the lattice. Since then, the computer
graphics community devised various sophisticated control struc-
tures for deformation control (see Section 3). Skeletal control struc-
tures arrange control handles in a graph so that the influence of
control points is interpolated along edges [MLT88]. This structure
is well-suited for character articulation.

For more detailed deformation control, a cage control structure
organizes control handles as a manifold polygonal mesh encasing
the geometry. As the polygonal mesh can adapt to surface details,
the advantage of cage-based deformation is its ability to intuitively
express high-resolution deformation relocating a part of the cage
at once. For this reason, cage-based deformation is a versatile ap-
proach. Today, cage-based deformation is used in various fields
including character animation [JZvdP*08; CMT*12; KSKL14],
image deformation [MSW*09], mesh modeling [TMB18; TB22],
virtual prototyping [AAN12; DJS16], 3D motion capture [SF11;
TTB12], and recently even virtual environments [SZG*20; LLH22]
and neural networks [YAK*20; PYL*22; XH22].

Due to the ongoing challenges, many research papers [ZDL*14;
XLX15; WJBK15; TMB18; TB22; CDH23; CDD23] have ad-
dressed cage-based deformation in the past decade. More than a
decade has passed since the last survey on cage-based deforma-
tion [NS12]. Thus, the last survey no longer adequately reflects the
state of the art. We intend to use the comprehensive state-of-the-
art report (STAR) format to present the advances in 3D cage-based
deformation in detail. As 3D deformation is one of the most chal-
lenging but ground-breaking research directions, our report focuses
on 3D rather than 2D. We evaluate the zoo of cage-based deforma-
tion methods to discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
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1.1. Outline

We first provide the necessary preliminaries and notation used
throughout this report, then guide the reader through the process of
cage-based deformation while highlighting advantages and disad-
vantages of individual methods, and finally present key conclusions
and potential future avenues for research:

• Section 2 presents foundational concepts of and notation for
cage-based deformation.

• Section 3 reviews related interactive deformation methods and
highlights their differences to cage-based deformation.

• Section 4 describes, categorizes, and systematically discusses
the methods to construct a cage for deformation control.

• Section 5 details the construction of coordinates with closed-
form expressions to enable deformation control via cage vertices.

• Section 6 presents the computation of coordinates by energy
minimization for more local deformation control.

• Section 7 covers the use of probabilistic models for the compu-
tation of coordinates for cage-based deformation.

• Section 8 presents coordinates not only based on cage vertices
but also on normals for better feature and volume preservation.

• Section 9 discusses the coordinates for cage-based deformation
in a systematic way.

• Section 10 presents methods that enlarge the facilities and the
scope of applications of cage-based deformation.

• Section 11 draws the final key conclusions and suggests future
research directions.

2. Preliminaries & Notation

This STAR relies on a common notation for the presented defor-
mation methods. A cage C is a manifold surface mesh consisting
of vertices ci ∈ R3, i = 1, . . . ,NC and polygons fi, i = 1, . . . ,NF.
The matrix C = (c1, . . . ,cNC)

T ∈ RNC×3 includes all the vertices
of C. The polygonal faces fi ∈ N× . . .×N include integers of
cage vertices into C, form the boundary of the cage ∂C ∋ fi and
define the interior space of the cage IntC, where ∂C ∩ IntC = ∅.
If f is a triangle or quadrilateral (quad), we denote it as t or q,
respectively. The to-be-deformed geometry T consists of geomet-
rical primitives P and vertices vi ∈ R3, i = 1, . . . ,NV. The matrix
V = (v1, . . . ,vNV)

T ∈ RNV×3 contains all the vertices of T . The
prime symbol indicates deformed vertices v′. Deformations are
limited to a certain domain Ω. Typically, it holds that Ω = C but
some deformation methods allow for extrapolation from the cage.
A point in the domain is denoted as x ∈ Ω.

In general, the cage-based deformation workflow follows three
steps (see Fig. 1). First, the cage C for the geometry T must be
constructed, which can be a laborious task. To bind the cage C to
the geometry T for deformation control, cage-based deformation
methods commonly use generalized barycentric coordinates. Alter-
ing the positions of the cage vertices c relocates the vertices v of
the geometry T , while its connectivity remains unchanged.

2.1. Generalized Barycentric Coordinates

Since MÖBIUS [Möb27] first formulated barycentric coordinates,
the concepts of barycentric coordinates and interpolation have

been widely used and extended. Applications of such general-
ized barycentric coordinates (GBC) are manifold including color
interpolation [MLBD02], Gouraud and Phong shading [HF06],
rendering of quadrilaterals [HT04], texture mapping [DMA02],
texture synthesis [TSNI10], image warping [HF06; WSHD07;
SHF13; MT23], image composition [FHL*09], mesh parame-
terization [Flo97], shape deformation [JMD*07; JSW05; LS08;
LKCL07; WG10], deformation transfer [BWG09], gradient mesh
simplification [LJH13], generalized Bézier surfaces [LS07; LD89],
surface design [SV18], and finite element applications [AO06;
MP07; SM06; TS08; WBG07]. While this STAR focuses on the
essentials for cage-based deformation, the reader is referred to the
survey paper by FLOATER [Flo15] and the book by HORMANN and
SUKUMAR [HS17] for an in-depth overview on GBC.

Early work on GBC focused on the 2D setting and many con-
structions have been proposed over the last 50 years. Wachspress
coordinates [Wac75] are rational functions and have a simple
closed form [MLBD02], but they are not well-defined for arbi-
trary simple polygons. The same holds for discrete harmonic co-
ordinates [PP93; EDD*95], which arise from the standard piece-
wise linear finite element approximation of the Laplace equation.
FLOATER [Flo03] uses the circumferential mean value property of
harmonic functions to derive mean value coordinates, which also
have a simple closed form and are well-defined for any concave
polygon [HF06]. They are positive inside the kernel of star-shaped
polygons, satisfy the Lagrange property, and are smooth every-
where in the plane, except at the vertices of the polygon, where
they are only C0 continuous. Other closed-form GBC that are well-
defined for concave polygons are metric [MLD05; SM06], moving
least squares [MS10], Poisson [LH13], cubic mean value [LJH13],
and Gordon–Wixom [GW74; Bel06]. There even exists a whole
family of coordinates that are well-defined for degenerate polygons
[YS19], but all these constructions can be negative inside the do-
main. Positive coordinates for arbitrary concave polygons include
positive mean value [LKCL07], positive Gordon–Wixom coordi-
nates [MLS11], and power coordinates [BLTD16], but they are not
smooth. Blended barycentric coordinates [APH17] overcome this
limitation, but they depend on an initial triangulation of the domain.
Coordinates that are at least C1 and non-negative for arbitrary poly-
gons include harmonic [JMD*07], maximum entropy [HS08], max-
imum likelihood [CDH23], positive and smooth Gordon–Wixom
[WLMD19], iterative [DCH20], and local barycentric coordinates
[ZDL*14; TDZ19], but they do not have a closed form and must be
approximated by some numerical procedure.

Some of the 2D constructions can be extended to the 3D setting,
which is required for cage-based deformation, and we review these
constructions in detail in Sections 5 to 8. In the 3D setting, GBC
provide a set of functions λi : R3 → R, i = 1, . . . ,NC to interpolate
the interior of C. With the use of these functions, one can express
any point inside C as an affine sum of cage vertices:

NC

∑
i=1

λi(v)ci = v, where
NC

∑
i=1

λi(v) = 1.

Cage-based deformation capitalizes on these interpolation func-
tions, in order to determine the vertex positions of T , when-
ever the user deforms C. Thus, calculating the coefficients λi(v j),
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Construct cage Bind cage to model Pose model

Figure 1: Cage-based deformation workflow: First, designers construct a cage. Calculating coordinates for the vertices of the model (see
influence of the red vertex) binds the cage to the model. As a result, each cage vertex influences a nearby part of the model and users can
intuitively pose the model.

i = 1, . . . ,NC for every vertex v j, j = 1, . . . ,NV of T is an essential
pre-processing step of cage-based deformation. This stage is fre-
quently denoted as bind time, because it binds the to-be-deformed
model to C. After bind time, the vertex positions of T can be ad-
justed to the deformed cage:

NC

∑
i=1

λi(v j)c′i = v′j. (1)

For brevity, λi j denotes the coefficient λi(v j). Several properties
govern the resulting deformation quality. Non-negativity is an im-
portant property, because it guarantees that the deformed vertices
are located inside C′. In addition, the coefficients λi j should vary
smoothly, in order to provide shape preservation. On the boundary
of C, the functions λi should be linear over the polygons f . In sum-
mary, high-quality cage-based deformation control is achieved, if
the functions λi satisfy the following properties:

• Reproduction: ∑
NC
i=1 λi(x)ci = x,∀x ∈ Ω

• Partition of unity: ∑
NC
i=1 λi(x) = 1,∀x ∈ Ω

• Non-negativity: λi(x)≥ 0,∀x ∈ Ω

• Smoothness: λi ∈C∞,∀i = 1, . . . ,NC
• Linearity on ∂C: λi is linear on each cage polygon f
• Lagrange property: λi(c j) = δi j, where δi j is the Kronecker

delta
• Locality: λi only influences regions nearby ci, i.e., λi(x) van-

ishes if x is far away from ci

After a set of GBC λi j is determined, the user can pose the model
by relocating the cage vertices, i.e., control handles. Let us suppose
that Wi j = λi j so that W ∈ RNC×NV . Then, posing the model fol-
lows a simple deformation scheme:

V′ = WTC′. (2)

Most deformation approaches using cages only rely on Eq. (2) to
pose a model in accordance to C. However, if cages are combined
with other control structures, other update schemes such as linear
blend skinning are used.

2.2. Linear Blend Skinning

Linear blend skinning (LBS) is typically used for deformation us-
ing skeletal control structures. In LBS, several transformations are
applied at once as a “blend” to a point in space. Let us consider the
coefficients λi j as interpolating weights. A set of N transformations
is applied to a vertex v j as follows:

v′j =
N

∑
i=1

λi j(Liv j + ti) =
N

∑
i=1

λi jTi

(
v j

1

)
, (3)

where Li and ti are the linear and translation parts of the transfor-
mation Ti, respectively.

As JACOBSON [Jac14] pointed out, cage-based deformation us-
ing GBC is a special case of LBS, if transformations applied to cage
vertices are restricted to translations. Through re-arranging, Eq. (1)
for adjusting the model vertices to the deformed cage matches
Eq. (3):

v′j =
NC

∑
i=1

λi jc′i =
NC

∑
i=1

λi jc′i +λi jci −λi jci =
NC

∑
i=1

v j +λi j(c′i − ci)

=
NC

∑
i=1

λi j(Iv j + ti).

With the use of LBS, a convenient update scheme for cage-based
deformation can be obtained. When the coordinates λi j are deter-
mined after bind time, the LBS matrix M ∈ RNV×4NC can be as-
sembled:

M =


λ11(vT1 ,1) . . . λNC1(vT1 ,1)

...
. . .

...
λ1NV(v

T
NV ,1) . . . λNCNV(v

T
NV ,1)

 .
Whenever the user deforms C at pose time, it suffices to assemble

a transformation matrix T = ((I, t1)
T, . . . ,(I, tNC)

T)T ∈ R4NC×3

The model deformation using LBS can then be calculated as a sim-
ple matrix product:

V′ = MT.

© 2024 Eurographics - The European Association
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3. Related Deformation Methods

Besides cage-based deformation, other deformation methods using
control points to manipulate geometry have been presented.

3.1. Free-form Deformation using Lattices

One such method is free-form deformation. The deformation space
Ω is defined by a volumetric control mesh, the so-called lattice,
which allows the user manipulation by means of relocating its con-
trol points. Like in cage-based deformation, the vertices of T are
expressed as an affine sum of the control points. The weights of the
sum are defined by the location of the vertex in the parameter space
of the lattice geometry. Due to the expression of the vertices in the
parameter space, the computation of the updated vertices is equal to
the evaluation of the lattice geometry at predefined parameter val-
ues. However, mapping a point in Euclidean space to the parameter
space requires a known mapping between the spaces [SP86; MJ96].

Various geometry representations have been shown to be suit-
able as lattices, such as tensor product trivariate Bernstein polyno-
mials by SEDERBERG and PARRY [SP86], trivariate B-Splines by
GRIESSMAIR and PURGATHOFER [GP89], and Catmull–Clark vol-
umes by MACCRACKEN and JOY [MJ96]. Depending on the geom-
etry representation, algebraic, numerical, or approximating meth-
ods may be best suited [SP86; MJ96] to find the parameter values of
each vertex. As the deformation is based on the re-evaluation of the
lattice, the mathematical properties of the deformation, such as con-
tinuity and locality, are defined by the basis functions of the chosen
geometry representation. Furthermore, the deformation space may
only include parts of the model. This allows for the definition of
multiple lattices on a model to achieve local deformations using
varying degrees of control [SP86].

Similar to cage-based methods, free-form deformation tech-
niques use a mesh for deformation control, which contains the to-
be-deformed geometry. However, the lattice geometry is inherently
volumetric and typically imposes additional restrictions on mesh
connectivity, which complicates the construction of a viable lattice
for deformation control. Cages are more simple to handle, as they
are less restrictive.

3.2. Skeletal-based Deformation

While cages are good control structures for detailed shape ma-
nipulation, skeletal-based deformation introduced by MAGNENAT-
THALMANN et al. [MLT88] excel at expressing character motion.
The user either generates the skeleton manually or automatically
[LW07; VF09]. In an intuitive way, the user configures the joints of
the skeleton to specify the character’s pose [CHP89]. Whenever the
joint configuration changes, the surface mesh, i.e., the character’s
skin, is deformed accordingly. The coupled use of skeletons and
cages allows for motion expression with the skeleton, while details
can be modeled with the cage [CTL*20].

Deformation of the skin can be efficiently implemented on a
GPU for real-time interaction with the application of LBS (see Sec-
tion 2.2), where transformations are associated with each joint. Al-
though LBS is frequently used due to its simplicity and efficiency,
it can produce artifacts, e.g., candy wrapper artifacts, which can

be prevented by using an advanced skinning scheme such as dual
quaternions [KCŽO08]. Another method to avoid these artifacts is
the animation space by MERRY et al. [MMG06], which is a larger
family of linear deformation methods with many benefits such as
improved fitting to example poses and advanced distance compu-
tations. As the computation of high-quality skinning weights can
be expensive, WANG and SOLOMON [WS21] recently presented
quasi-harmonic weights for near real-time computation.

3.3. Linear Subspaces

As the generation and re-meshing of cages for deformation con-
trol is tedious, WANG et al. [WJBK15] efficiently calculate linear
subspaces in Ω allowing users to interactively define point and re-
gion handles without using cages. A point handle is represented by
a point in space, whereas a region handle is a manipulator object
with control vertices to deform a selected subdomain of Ω, where
the undeformed parts of Ω are blended smoothly [BK04]. Defor-
mation by handle control uses a set of weights that allow for de-
formation using LBS (see Section 2.2). The weights are computed
numerically by discretizing Ω with an embedding mesh E .

For smooth deformation, computation of the weights minimizes
a squared Laplacian energy. As the fairness component of this en-
ergy contains 1 in its null space, minimization can be implemented
efficiently by solving a sparse linear system with a right-hand side
for each handle. Due to the efficiency of weight calculation, users
are able to add or remove handles at interactive rates and deform
the model applying handle translations and rotations, albeit at the
cost of negative weights and the need to generate E .

3.4. Radial-Basis-Function-based Deformation

In contrast to the mesh-based definition of the deformation space,
the deformation space may be manipulated by arbitrary, uncon-
nected control points. Each control point is assigned a radial basis
function, which defines the influence of the control point by means
of its distance to the vertices. The influence reduces with increas-
ing distance from the control point. This approach allows for accu-
rate control over the deformation locality and poses no restriction
on the placement of the control points. The choice of the specific
radial basis function (RBF) determines the deformation behavior
when manipulating a control point.

The specific coefficients of each RBF may be found automati-
cally by solving a linear system [dBvdSB07; PGWB21]. The de-
formation of the model is computed by the interpolation defined by
the previously specified RBFs. The interpolation computes multi-
ple scalar fields, containing the coordinates of the deformed mesh.
Each scalar field interpolates a component of the deformed mesh
[dBvdSB07].

Due to the universal nature of the RBF interpolation, the same
deformation may be applied to multiple meshes and may extrap-
olate or interpolate [PGWB21]. However, RBF-based techniques
only offer point handles for deformation control. Contrary to of-
fering only point handles, cage-based deformation enables users to
define the local influence of handles based on the topology of the
cage.

© 2024 Eurographics - The European Association
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4. Cages

The term cage generally refers to a polygonal mesh enclosing input
primitives. While enclosing meshes are needed for many different
applications [MCA15], we focus on cages for deformation control.
The creation of a cage is a significant part of the cage-based defor-
mation workflow.

4.1. Cage Quality

Cages for interactive modeling should exhibit certain properties
for convenient deformation control [Jac14]. Users wish to deform
the model with only few control vertex relocations. Thus, the cage
should include reasonably few control vertices for the user to man-
age. At the same time, the cage should wrap the model tightly
with control vertices near the semantic parts of the model. A self-
intersecting cage can lead to erroneous deformation results and
should be avoided [SVJ15]. In addition, many coordinate types do
not work if the cage intersects the model. In summary, the proper-
ties of a high-quality cage are:

• Reasonably low number of control vertices
• No self-intersections
• No intersections with the model (conservative)
• Wrap the model tightly
• Control vertices should be close to the to-be-deformed parts of

the model
• The cage should provide symmetric structures, where the model

exhibits symmetric features

As these properties only loosely define the requirements for a
high-quality cage, the quality of the cage needs to be evaluated in
light of each use case. In order to allow for the comparison of cages,
XIAN et al. [XLX15] present a quality metric for cages:

EC =

(
1−

NC
NV

)
S(C,T ) e1−(vol(C)/vol(T )),

where vol(·) represents the volume of a mesh and S(·, ·)∈ [0,1] rep-
resents a shape similarity measure, such as the similarity measure
by ELAD et al. [ETA02], which enables user-guided evaluation of
shape similarity.

4.2. Cage Generation

Especially for novice users, the design of a high-quality cage is
laborious and time-consuming. Even for experienced users, cage
generation can take several hours [LD17]. Therefore, the literature
includes several approaches for automatic and semi-automatic cage
generation. Previous work presented methods for fast generation of
cages. LAUBE and UMLAUF [LU16] present a survey on the early
automatic cage generation methods that are briefly addressed in the
following.

4.2.1. Offset Surface Simplification Methods

One of the early efforts to automatically generate an enclosing cage
is the progressive hull generation by SANDER et al. [SGG*00].
Building upon the progressive meshes by HOPPE [Hop96], the hull
is generated by collapsing edges of the input mesh such that the

coarser mesh includes every vertex of the input mesh. After a se-
quence of edge collapses, a coarse cage is obtained from the input
mesh.

SHEN et al. [SOS04] create an implicit surface enclosing an in-
put polygon soup using a constrained least-squares formulation.
They detail an iso-surface extraction method to ensure that all input
points are enclosed by the extracted iso-surface.

For deformation transfer, BEN-CHEN et al. [BWG09] construct
an offset surface for an input model with repeated simplification
until the number of cage faces is lower than a user-defined thresh-
old. As the offset surface is formed by relocating vertices along the
normals of the previous offset surface, some models require hetero-
geneous step sizes for computing offset positions to avoid artifacts.

To avoid self-intersections, DENG et al. [DLM11] decimate T ,
prioritizing edge collapses with an error metric, and perform a
clean-up step. They incorporate a fidelity function for shape preser-
vation and a function penalizing opposing face normals for triangle
quality. Throughout decimation, they position vertices along sur-
face normals to ensure an enveloping cage. Self-intersections are
detected and removed by re-meshing the intersecting parts.

SACHT et al. [SVJ15] generate nested cages in layers so that
high-resolution cages tightly bound the model and coarser cages
wrap the finer cages. Each cage layer is the result of the previous
finer layer after passes of decimation, flow pushing the cage inside
the previous layer and re-inflation until obtaining the bounding con-
dition. The cage layers offer a nested collection of viable cages for
modeling.

4.2.2. Voxelization-based Methods

XIAN et al. [XLG09] voxelize the oriented bounding box (OBB) of
the model to obtain a cage. The use of principal component analy-
sis (PCA) quickly provides a tight OBB for the model [DKKR06].
After voxelization of the OBB, they calculate the max-norm dis-
tances [VKK*03] of mesh triangles to voxel centers to determine
the feature voxels intersecting the mesh surface. Extracting and tri-
angulating the outer feature voxel faces yields a cage bounding the
model. A final smoothing step relocates the cage vertices towards
the model and achieves a smoothed tightly bounding cage.

To construct a coarse enclosing grid of highly detailed linear
elastic deformable objects, NESME et al. [NKJF09] organize an ini-
tial fine hexahedral embedding into an octree structure, where each
hexahedron is associated with the local material properties of the
model. The material properties of a parent voxel can be deduced
from its children [NF*06]. As a result, a coarse bounding cage en-
ables the quick retrieval of deformation properties at any desired
level of the octree hierarchy.

As coarse cages are convenient for deformation control, XIAN et
al. [XLG11] automatically generate cages by optimizing an OBB
tree with a slicing rule and subsequent mesh improvement. First,
a voxelization of the model’s OBB is decomposed into the voxel
types feature, inside and outside. The mesh vertices and barycen-
ters of inner voxels form a point set, whose PCA provides the root
OBB of the tree. Recursively, each OBB is split according to a ter-
mination criterion considering local shape variation and OBB edge
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lengths. Each OBB split bisects the point set at its barycenter per-
pendicular to the longest edge and applies PCA to the two new
point sets. Finally, boolean union operations merge the OBBs and
mesh improvement ensures a high quality triangular cage.

For fast computation of coarse cages, XIAN et al. [XLX15]
present a voxelization-based region decomposition with subsequent
simplification. The method relies on a voxel grid of the model’s
OBB. A scanline method categorizes the voxels into inside, sur-
face, and outside. The use of flood filling divides the inside vox-
els into disconnected groups. Dilating the voxels of inner groups
yields surface voxels that envelope the input model. The surface
voxels dilating the inner voxels constitute the broad model parts,
while the other surface voxels constitute the narrow parts. Deter-
mining the outside voxel faces of broad regions and the OBBs of
narrow regions yields a set of partial cages, which forms a single
cage through successive application of boolean operations. Finally,
a simplification step merges co-planar voxel faces and collapses
edges so that the cage still envelops the model.

4.2.3. Template-based Methods

To enable the reuse of skinning behaviors across similar models,
JU et al. [JZvdP*08] construct cages from a library of skinning
templates. A skinning template is a specific skeleton configuration
that can be applied to characters with a similar joint structure. The
system first selects a template matching the character and subse-
quently constructs a cage fitting the character’s shape. For each
bone or joint, a polygon represents the cross section along the skele-
ton. Cage generation scales the cross section vertices radially from
its bone or joint so that the cage does not intersect the model. Users
may interactively adjust cage vertices to achieve a better cage em-
bedding. To enable cage-based deformation, the system binds the
cage to the skeleton to enable cage deformation, whenever the user
loads a new skinning template.

As retargetting muscles of a character requires surface deforma-
tion, YANG et al. [YCSZ12] use cages for muscle construction from
skeletons. Joint by joint, their method generates a cage applying
different rules for the number of bones at a joint. For joints with two
bones, cage generation constructs a cross section polygon like JU et
al. [JZvdP*08]. For joints with one, three or four bones, ray casting
finds positions for polygon vertices at intersection points with the
skin. To avoid self-intersections, their method shoots several rays to
detect overshooting. In addition, a spherical mapping of the cage to
the unit sphere enables optimization of vertex positions according
to an energy that penalizes self-intersections.

4.2.4. Interactive Cage Generation Methods

As the automatic construction of cages oftentimes requires subse-
quent adjustments of the cage, many research papers present meth-
ods, where prior user interaction affects the manner of cage con-
struction.

CHEN and FENG [CF14] construct cages adapted from skeletons
for animated meshes. Users first sketch a skeleton on a silhouette
of the model. From the sketched skeleton, CHEN and FENG [CF14]
extract prominent cross-sections [SMK*10] along the joints. The
cage construction interpolates offsets of simplified cross-sections

and connects the vertices to adjacent offset cross-sections to con-
struct partial cages. Finally, the partial cages are stitched together
into a single cage. Due to the use of the skeleton for cage construc-
tion, a sequence of cages can be generated for an animated model.

As automatic cage computation can produce unintuitive re-
sults for models with high topological complexity, LE and DENG

[LD17] propose an interactive cage generation method for design-
ing cages. Their method enables users to specify the semantic
model parts with cut slide planes. These slides are transformed into
cross sections spanned by quadrilaterals, whose vertices are part of
the cage. As the quadrilaterals should be well aligned to the model
and consistently oriented, an optimization step rectifies orientations
in a least squares manner. Subsequently, Delaunay meshing fol-
lowed by edge flips for surface smoothness improvement produce
a cage. The final step optimizes cage vertex positions using least
squares fitting respecting a user-specified offset. The method of LE

and DENG [LD17] allows for quick interactive cage design, while
it may produce self-intersecting cages.

To enable quick, interactive generation of coarse cages,
CALDERON and BOUBEKEUR [CB17] combine an initial paral-
lel voxelization step with subsequent mesh coarsening. After the
user chooses a global voxel scale for cage design, the user can
interactively brush the regions of the cage that require a finer or
coarser bounding approximation. For cage construction, a voxeliza-
tion forms a 3D rasterization of the input object using a GPU-
parallel conservative voxelization method [SS10]. With the use of
a 3D structuring element, a morphological closing of the voxels in-
tersecting the object is obtained, performing morphological dilation
followed by erosion. From the resulting voxels, a quad-dominant
mesh can be extracted that is further simplified using constrained
edge collapse operations, guaranteeing that the cage bounds the
model with respect to the voxel scale.

For semi-automatic generation using a skeleton, CASTI et al.
[CLM*19] guide cage construction by placing bending points
along the skeleton curve. A heuristic pre-calculates bending points
based on abrupt changes in the thickness of T . Volumetric meshing
of T allows for computing a harmonic field that emanates radially
from the skeleton. After circular sampling of the field around the
bending points, their method extracts cross sections of T orthogo-
nal to the skeleton. Connecting polygons representing the cross sec-
tions obtains an initial tight cage that is inflated to avoid intersec-
tions with the model. While the method of CASTI et al. [CLM*19]
enables fast generation of high-quality symmetric cages, it requires
an input skeleton, a prior volumetric meshing step, and a suffi-
ciently dense set of bending points.

4.3. Embedding the Cage

Many cage-based deformation methods (see Section 6) not only
depend on a polygonal cage C but also a volumetric grid EC em-
bedding the cage, because these methods solve partial differential
equations to construct a set of GBCs. Due to its robustness, unstruc-
tured tetrahedral meshing is frequently used to generate EC . Al-
though fast and robust tetrahedral meshing algorithms are available
[CDS12; HZG*18; HSW*20], the dependency on an embedding
complicates the workflow, because the quality of the deformations
is affected by the properties of EC .
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Table 1: Comparison of cage generation methods ordered by category (top to bottom: offset surfaces simplification, voxelization-based,
template-based, and interactive) and year of publication. Being conservative expresses the ability to generate C not intersecting with T .

method no self-intersections conservative tightness symmetry comment

[SGG*00] Local ✘ ✘ ✘ Basic building block for
cage generation

[SOS04] Resolution-dependent Resolution-dependent ✔ ✘ Relies on iso-surfaces

[BWG09] Local ✔ ✔ ✘ Intended for deformation transfer

[DLM11] Global Vertices of C only ✔ ✘ Features post-hoc cage repair

[SVJ15] Global if the input
has no self-intersections

✔ ✔ ✘ Generates a sequence
of nested cages

[XLG09] Global w/o smoothing
local with smoothing

Vertices of C only ✔ ✘ Smooth and tightly
fitting cages

[NKJF09] Global ✔ ✘ ✘ Intended for linear
elasticity deformable objects

[XLG11] Global w/o improvement
local with improvement

✔ ✔ ✘ Quick generation of coarse
cages for complex models

[XLX15] Global w/o collapsing
local with collapsing

✔ ✔ ✘ Provides a high-quality cage
for a suitable voxel size

[JZvdP*08] Local ✔ ✔ ✘ Usability depends on a
large template library

[YCSZ12] Global if input
is of genus 0

✔ ✔ ✘ Intended for muscle design

[CF14] Local ✔ ✔ ✘ Generates a sequence of
cages from skeletons

[LD17] Local due to using
unbounded cut slides

✔ ✔ ✔ Expressive interaction
through user-defined cuts

[CB17] Global ✔ ✔ ✔ Highly efficient and robust

[CLM*19] Global for a sufficient
number of bending nodes

✔ ✔ ✔ Generates a cage for a skeleton
by bending node control

Generally, the more points EC includes, the better the accuracy
of the resulting GBCs becomes. Thus, a finer resolution of EC im-
proves deformation quality, whereas the run time performance of
calculating the GBCs benefits from a coarse EC , because each ele-
ment costs computationally. It can be difficult to estimate an appro-
priate resolution for EC , if the intended deformations are unclear at
bind time. An alternative to increasing the resolution of EC is the
use of higher-order elements, while current cage-based deforma-
tion methods only use linear elements. In addition, the deformation
quality also depends on the shape quality of the tetrahedral ele-
ments [She02] in EC . Constructing a constrained tetrahedral mesh
without elements of ill shape quality is an ongoing research topic
[Lo15]. Although scalable mesh improvement methods are avail-
able [RPPS17; SMWF22], they do not provide guarantees on the
resulting element quality. To decouple deformation quality from
element shape quality, one could use the technique of SCHNEIDER

et al. [SHD*18] at the cost of decreased run time performance and

implementing a more complex construction of the finite element
system.

In order to extract the deformed model from EC , two different
methods can be used:

1. Insert the vertices V into EC as constrained points and extract
them after deformation

2. Interpolate the weights of V from EC and pose the model with
interpolated weights

As meshing tools such as TetGen [Han15] typically provide meshes
with constrained points in consecutive order, the first method is
simple to implement. However, it complicates the meshing of EC ,
because insertion of constrained points leads to additional mesh
refinement to avoid elements of low shape quality. The second
method provides more convenient meshing and reusability of EC ,
as it can be used for any model enclosed by the cage, given that
the resolution of EC is fine enough, albeit at the cost of performing
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a point lookup step that should be accelerated with a spatial data
structure [MWUP22; SMSF20].

4.4. Comparing Cage Generation Methods

We discuss the methods for cage generation and present a system-
atic comparison in Table 1. The first automatic cage generation
methods fall into the offset surface simplification category. Pro-
gressively collapsing edges is inherently a sequential procedure,
which imposes low run time performance for cage generation. Self-
intersections are either resolved within the local topological vicin-
ity or globally across C. The avoidance of global self-intersections
or intersections with T requires intersection tests for all cage faces
[DLM11] or the application of sophisticated offset surface han-
dling [SVJ15], which significantly reduces run time performance.
Thus, these methods are not suitable for applications, where users
expect a cage immediately after loading a high-resolution model.
Especially for high-resolution models, situations may occur, where
the simplification scheme is not able to decimate the fine-grained
details of the offset surface leading to robustness issues [CB17].
Nonetheless, offset surface simplification methods are successful in
achieving a low number of control vertices leading to improved run
time performance at bind time. Consequently, cage simplification
is an important optimization step in many current cage generation
methods.

The voxelization-based approaches offer simple and efficiently
parallelizable methods for cage generation. Self-intersections and
intersections with T can be avoided easily, as the cage is formed
from non-intersecting voxel faces respecting an offset distance
to T . Without post-optimization the resulting cages are even glob-
ally free of self-intersections. Users can control the resolution of the
cage by specifying the voxel size. As it is not intuitively predictable
which voxel size leads to the intended results, users typically need
to run the cage generation method multiple times to obtain a suit-
able cage. Additionally, the majority of the fully automatic meth-
ods only allow for a homogeneous voxel size, whereas some details
might need finer sampling. Thus, voxelization-based methods excel
at quick and robust cage-generation but lack intuitive control.

The template-based methods are intended specifically for re-
using skinning configurations across several animated characters.
The key advantage of template-based methods is that they assist
users in posing the model, because users only need to perform
minor posing for the motion details not covered by the template.
Template-based methods come with the drawback that users require
a large library to find similar characters with suitable templates.
Moreover, template-based methods inherently depend on a skele-
ton for cage generation. Cage generation constructs an offset sur-
face along the skeleton curve, which is prone to self-intersections,
unless the methods of YANG et al. [YCSZ12] are applied.

Since the cages generated by automated methods typically need
manual adjustment to be suitable for the intended deformation, the
interactive cage generation methods are most useful. While the
fully automatic methods typically do not guarantee to provide sym-
metrically structured cages for symmetric features, many interac-
tive methods provide symmetric cages. The methods by CHEN and
FENG [CF14] and CASTI et al. [CLM*19] additionally depend on

a skeleton. Among the interactive methods, LE and DENG [LD17]
and CASTI et al. [CLM*19] provide the most fine-grained user
control of the cage generation. As CALDERON and BOUBEKEUR

[CB17] offer a heterogeneous voxel size that can be interactively
controlled, their method benefits from the efficiency and robustness
of parallel voxelization.

5. Barycentric Coordinates with Explicit Formulas

The simplest class of coordinates that can be used for cage-
based deformation are GBC with a simple closed-form expression.
While several such GBC were proposed for convex cages [War96;
JSWD05; WSHD07; JLW07], only mean value coordinates are
well-defined for arbitrary cages. We review them in detail in Sec-
tion 5.1 and then discuss several variations of mean value coordi-
nates that overcome some of their limitations.

5.1. Mean Value Coordinates

Mean value coordinates (MVC) were derived by FLOATER [Flo03]
in an attempt to find an alternative discretization of harmonic func-
tions in 2D. The classical finite element approach is based on min-
imizing the Dirichlet energy of a piecewise linear function over
a triangulation of the domain and leads to the well-known cotan-
gent weights [Mac49; Duf59; PP93], which constitute the set of
discrete harmonic coordinates in 2D [EDD*95; FHK06]. Instead,
Floater considers the mean value property of harmonic functions
and applies it to piecewise linear functions. The resulting 2D MVC
turn out to be non-negative over the kernel of a polygon, well-
defined in the whole plane (even in the case of nested polygons),
and smooth, except at the vertices of the polygon, where they are
only C0 [HF06].

In order to provide a generalized construction of GBC, FLOATER

et al. [FHK06] show that MVC belong to a unifying family of 2D
GBC for convex polygons. YAN and SCHAEFER [YS19] present a
modification of this family, which leads to GBC that support ar-
bitrary dimensions and non-manifold simplicial control structures,
but neither allow for quad cages nor guarantee to be positive in-
side non-convex shapes. Consequently, this STAR focuses on the
evolution of MVC that overcome these limitations.

One way of showing the reproduction property of 2D MVC is
by using the fact that the integral of the unit normals of a circle
is zero, a property that generalizes to higher dimensions and has
been used to derive MVC in 3D [FKR05; JSW05]. Given a cage C
with triangular faces f ∈ ∂C and a point x ∈ C, we first project
the cage to the unit sphere S around x, giving the cage C′ with
spherical triangular faces f ′ ∈ ∂C′ and vertices c′i = x+ ei, where
ei = (ci −x)/ri and ri = ∥ci −x∥. For every face f , we then let

m f =
∫

f ′
(y−x)dy

be the mean vector of f , defined as the integral of the outward-
pointing unit normals over the projected face f ′. We then have

∑
f∈∂C

o f m f =
∫

S
(y−x)dy = 0, (4)
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where o f is the orientation of f ′ (i.e., o f = 1, if the outward-
pointing normal of f is pointing away from x and o f = −1, oth-
erwise), because the integral of the unit normals of a sphere is zero.

m f

e j
ek

el

x

The key idea now is to “extract” the
MVC from the mean vectors m f . To
this end, let us assume that f is the
triangle formed by the cage vertices
c j,ck,cl , oriented counter-clockwise.
It is then clear (see inset) that m f lies
in the cone spanned by e j,ek,el , so
there must exist non-negative weights
µ f

j ,µ
f
k ,µ

f
l , such that

m f = µ f
j e j +µ f

k ek +µ f
l el . (5)

Inserting this and the definition of ei into Eq. (4), we get

∑
f∈∂C

o f µ f
j

r j
(c j −x)+

o f µ f
k

rk
(ck −x)+

o f µ f
l

rl
(cl −x) = 0

and, after rearranging the terms so as to sum over the cage vertices,

NC

∑
i=1

∑
f∋i

w f
i (ci −x) = 0, where w f

i =
o f µ f

i
ri

. (6)

It remains to define the values of the MVC λ1, . . . ,λNC at x as

λi(x) =
wi

∑
NC
j=1 w j

, where wi = ∑
f∋i

w f
i . (7)

To compute λi(x), we recall that the mean vector of f can be ex-
pressed as

m f =
1
2
(
θk,lnk,l +θl, jnl, j +θ j,kn j,k

)
,

where θr,s is the angle between er and es or, equivalently, the
length of the circular arc between the vertices c′r and c′s of the
spherical triangle f ′, and nr,s = o f (er × es)/∥er × es∥ denotes the
unit normal of the triangle (x,cr,cs), pointing into the tetrahedron
(x,c j,ck,cl)[FKR05; JSW05]. Note that the orientation is defined
as

o f = sgndet(e j,ek,el)

and takes care of faces that flip orientation during projection. Given
m f , the weights in Eq. (5) can then be computed as

µ f
j =

nk,l ·m f

nk,l · e j
, µ f

k =
nl, j ·m f

nl, j · ek
, µ f

l =
n j,k ·m f

n j,k · el
.

The resulting code for evaluating MVC at any x ∈ C is straight-
forward, but can suffer from numerical instabilities if one or more
projected triangles have a small projected area or if x lies in the
plane defined by one of the triangles of C. Ju et al. discuss how
to overcome both problems and provide pseudocode for the robust
and efficient evaluation of the mean value interpolant [JSW05, Fig-
ure 4].

The definition of the MVC λi in Eq. (7) implies that they form
a partition of unity and the reproduction property follows from
Eq. (6). They are well-defined for any x ∈ R3, smooth, except at
the cage vertices ci, linear on the triangular faces of the cage, and

they satisfy the Lagrange property. However, they can be negative
if x lies outside the kernel of C.

5.2. Positive Mean Value Coordinates

The fact that MVC can be negative in certain parts of a non-convex
cage may lead to non-intuitive and unwanted deformation results.
To overcome this limitation, LIPMAN et al. [LKCL07] propose a
modification of MVC which guarantees the positivity of the coor-
dinates at any point inside the cage and eliminates the aforemen-
tioned deformation artifacts.

To understand their approach, recall that MVC can be expressed
alternatively as

λi(x) =

∫
S

Ny

∑
k=1

(−1)k+1

∥yk −x∥ξi(yk)dy

/∫
S

Ny

∑
k=1

(−1)k+1

∥yk −x∥ dy,

where S is the unit sphere around x, the points y1, . . . ,yNy ∈ ∂C are
the Ny intersections of the ray ρx(y) = {x+ t(y−x) : t ≥ 0} from x
in the direction y−x (sorted by increasing distance), for any y ∈ S,
with the cage boundary, and ξi : ∂C →R is the continuous function
that is linear over each triangle f ∈ ∂C with values ξi(c j) = δi, j at
the cage vertices [JSW05; Bel06]. Note that the alternating signs in
the numerators of the fractions in both sums take care of the orien-
tation of the faces (after projection onto S) which the intersection
points yk belong to, because odd indices k correspond to faces with
an outward-pointing normal and vice versa for even k.

The idea of LIPMAN et al. [LKCL07] is to simply ignore all
intersection points with index k > 1 and to define the Positive Mean
Value Coordinates (PMVC) as

λi(x) =
∫

S

1
∥y1 −x∥ξi(y1)dy

/∫
S

1
∥y1 −x∥ dy.

By definition, PMVC are positive for any x ∈ IntC, and they are
identical to MVC for convex cages, or more generally at any x in-
side the kernel of C, because Ny = 1 in these cases. Moreover, it
can be shown that they form a partition of unity, satisfy the repro-
duction as well as the Lagrange property, and that they are linear
on the triangular faces of the cage.

LIPMAN et al. [LKCL07] describe an efficient algorithm for ap-
proximating PMVC using the GPU, which turns out to be accurate
and fast enough for interactive shape deformation. One limitation
of PMVC is that they are only C0 across the supporting planes of
the triangles adjacent to non-convex cage vertices, but the resulting
artifacts are often negligible in practice.

5.3. Mean Value Coordinates for Planar n-gons using
Spherical Barycentric Coordinates

LANGER et al. [LBS06] introduced spherical barycentric coordi-
nates (SBC). While detailing those in the general case is beyond
the scope of this STAR, we explain their geometric construction
for the derivation of GBC for planar n-gon cages. The construction
relies on the observation by JU et al. [JSW05], that valid GBC can
be obtained from per-face weights w f

i as long as

∑
i∈ f

w f
i (ci −x) = m f , ∑

i∈ f
w f

i = wi, ∑
f∈∂C

m f = 0. (8)
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One can see that this leads directly to

NF

∑
i=1

m fi =
NC

∑
i=1

∑
f∋i

w f
i (ci −x) =

NC

∑
i=1

(
∑
f∋i

w f
i

)
(ci −x) = 0,

if and only if ∑
NC
i=1 wici

∑
NC
i=1 wi

= x, provided that ∑
NC
i=1 wi ̸= 0. By defining

the per-face mean-vector m f as the integral of the unit normal over
the portion of the sphere covered by the projection of the face f
[JSW05] one obtains ∑ f∈∂C m f = 0. This results in a mean-vector
m f that can be computed as

m f =− ∑
i∈ f

θ
f
i n f

i
2

,

which extends the triangle mean-vector of the standard MVC. Note
that Eq. (8) admits an infinite number of solutions. This is related
to the existence of an infinite number of ways to parameterize a
smooth surface interpolating the | f | vertices of f using barycentric
positive basis functions Γ

i
f . One could define such basis functions

Γ
i
f , expressing the geometry of the facet as y = ∑

NC
i=1 Γ

i
f (y)ci, and

trying to compute the per-face unnormalized weight as

w f
i =

∫
Sx( f )

Γ
f
i (y)

∥y−x∥ dSx(y), (9)

d

d

where Sx(s) is the projection of a surface ele-
ment s, e.g. f , onto the unit sphere and dSx(y)
is the infinitesimal solid angle element spanned
by dy from x using the notation by JU et al.
[JSW05] (see inset):

dSx(y) =
(y−x) ·ny
∥y−x∥3 dy. (10)

Using this notation, one can read all surface integrals of the type∫
Sx(s) f (y)dSx(y) as∫

Sx(s)
f (y)dSx(y) =

∫
s

f (y)
(y−x) ·ny
∥y−x∥3 dy.

Defining weights from Eq. (9) would directly imply Eq. (8).
While this approach (used for example to derive QMVC) follows
the original MVC approach, it requires integrating complex func-
tions on complex geometries, which is not always feasible in prac-
tice.

c

c
Instead, LANGER et al. [LBS06] propose a

concise and purely geometric construction and
derive valid weights interpolating any desired
set of per-face basis functions Γ

i
f . Once m f is

computed, the vertices ci are projected towards
x by intersecting the lines (xci) with the tangent
plane going through x+m f orthogonal to m f (see inset), thus con-
structing a planar polygon f ′ = {c′i} (with c′i −x = λ

f
i (ci −x)) that

contains x+m f .

2D barycentric coordinates ω
f
i for x+m f w.r.t. {c′i} can there-

fore be computed (using, e.g., 2D MVC) as

∑
i∈ f

ω
f
i c′i = x+m f , ∑

i∈ f
ω

f
i = 1.

This leads directly to

∑
i∈ f

ω
f
i (c

′
i −x) = ∑

i∈ f
ω

f
i λ

f
i (ci −x) = m f ,

demonstrating that the re-weighted coordinates w f
i = ω

f
i λ

f
i are

valid per-face unnormalized weights for arbitrary planar n-gons.

The constructed coordinates interpolate the chosen per-face 2D
barycentric coordinates ω

f
i and match the standard MVC for tri-

angles. While the two techniques differ in the way they derive the
coordinates, the constructed per-face unnormalized coordinates wt

i
both fulfill ∑i∈t wt

i(ci −x) = m f , for which the solution is unique.

5.4. Mean Value Coordinates for Tri-Quad Cages

While SBC enable the use of n-gon cages, they are of limited prac-
tical use, as the restriction to planar polygons imposes constraints
on cage design. MVC for tri-quad cages were devised by THIERY

et al. [TMB18] to allow for interpolating coordinates coping with
non-planar quad cages, for which bilinear quads were used as a
smooth, underlying geometric model. While the derivation is sim-
ilar to other MVC-based methods, the key challenge lies in inte-
grating the mean-value kernels on curved geometries. Following
once again the remark of JU et al. [JSW05] that valid coordinates
can be derived if per-face unnormalized coordinates w f

i satisfy the
mean-vector property

∑
i∈ f

w f
i (ci −x) = m f , ∑

f∈∂C
m f = 0,

a set of MVC {λi|∑NC
i=1 λici = x;∑i λi = 1} was derived for tri-quad

cages as

w f
i =

∫
Sx( f )

Γ
f
i (y)

∥y−x∥ dSx(y), wi = ∑
f∋i

w f
i , λi = wi

/ NC

∑
j=1

w j.

For planar polygons, the parameterization of the underlying geo-
metric model only impacts the way the space will be deformed after
a cage edit, and it does not impact the geometry of the binding cage
itself. For non-planar polygons, the choice of the underlying geo-
metric model impacts the definition of the facets at binding time,
and therefore the partition of the space into the interior and the ex-
terior of the cage as well.

THIERY et al. [TMB18] use bilinear quads
that possess a set of elementary geometric prop-
erties. A quad q = (q0,q1,q2,q3) is equipped
with bilinear coordinates {b0

uv,b
1
uv,b

2
uv,b

3
uv} =

{(1−u)(1−v),u(1−v),uv,(1−u)v} at param-
eters (u,v) ∈ R2 (see inset) and is a smooth geometry given by
quv = ∑

3
k=0 bk

uvqk.

Noting Nq
k the 4 non-normalized corner nor-

mals defined by Nq
k = (qk+1−qk)×(qk+3−qk)

(all indices modulo 4), the non-normalized nor-
mal vector Nq

uv at parameter (u,v) is given by

Nq
uv =

3

∑
k=0

bk
uvNq

k .
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Note that the surface element corresponding to the (u,v)-
parameterization is given by dquv = ∥Nq

uv∥dudv and surface in-
tegrals over q can be written as∫

q
f dq =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
f (quv)∥Nq

uv∥dudv. (11)

Equipped with the bilinear quad’s geometric
model, one can see that

3

∑
i=0

wq
qi(qi −x) = mq,

where mq = ∑
3
i=0

−θ
q
i nq

i
2 (see inset), which can

be written in matrix form as

Aqwq = mq, (12)

where wq = (wq
q0 ,w

q
q1 ,w

q
q2 ,w

q
q3)

T ∈ R4 are the 4 unknown unnor-
malized coordinates, and the j-th column of Aq is given by (q j−x).

This equation is valid for non-planar geometry interpolating the
quad edges. As Aq cannot be full-rank, the tri-quad MVC λi can-
not be deduced from it alone. Similarly, as non-planar quads are
targeted, the construction of LANGER et al. [LBS06] does not yield
valid coordinates in this case.

After having admittedly looked in vain for an exact solution,
THIERY et al. [TMB18] resorted to building an efficient approxi-
mate scheme resulting in smooth, bilinearly interpolating, and valid
coordinates. Their main observation is that the general solution to
Eq. (12) takes the form of the 4D “minimal-norm solution” (given
by pseudo-inversion of Eq. (12)) and an additional 4D vector κ

aligned with its one-dimensional kernel:

wq = w̄q +ακ, w̄q = Aq
†mq, Aqκ = 0.

While κ and w̄q can be computed from a singular value decom-
position of Aq, closed-form expressions can be derived geometri-
cally. As κ = (k0,k1,k2,k3)

T is the null-space vector of Aq, it fol-
lows that ∑i ki(qi −x) = 0. This means that ki are the barycentric
coordinates of x in the tetrahedron (q0,q1,q2,q3):

κ = (k0,k1,k2,k3)
T, ki = (−1)i|qi+1 −x;qi+2 −x;qi+3 −x|.

The minimal-norm solution fulfills(
Aq

κ
T

)
· w̄q =

(
mq

0

)

Setting pi = qi −x, one obtains

w̄q =
1
D


k1|p2;p3,mq|+ k2|p3;p1;mq|+ k3|p1;p2;mq|
k0|p3;p2,mq|+ k2|p0;p3;mq|+ k3|p2;p0;mq|
k0|p1;p3,mq|+ k1|p3;p0;mq|+ k3|p0;p1;mq|
k0|p2;p1,mq|+ k1|p0;p2;mq|+ k2|p1;p0;mq|


where D = k2

0 + k2
1 + k2

2 + k2
3 = ∥κ∥2.

Exposing this decomposition allows casting the problem to the
definition of this single α-coordinate. The authors proceed by
building a smooth approximant w̃q ≃wq of the coordinates, and us-
ing this estimate to build an associated approximate α-coordinate.

Doing so ensures valid barycentric coordinates and simplifies the
problem to finding a robust estimate of a single scalar coordinate
using an adaptive Riemann summation strategy, which approxi-
mates the integral in Eq. (11).

6. Energy Minimization-based Barycentric Coordinates

Besides closed-form coordinates, it is also possible to define GBC
as a solution of a suitable minimization problem, subject to cer-
tain constraints. Typically, the numerical discretization of a partial
differential equation (PDE) provides an energy term to compute en-
ergy minimization-based coordinates (EMC). We discuss two such
GBC in Sections 6.1 and 6.3, and a related approach in Section 6.2,
which does not yield GBC as defined in Section 2.1, but provides
an intuitive deformation tool.

6.1. Harmonic Coordinates

FLOATER et al. [FHK06] noticed that GBC with the desired proper-
ties can be obtained as the unique solution to the Laplace equation
subject to suitable boundary conditions. While the resulting har-
monic coordinates (HC) do not have a closed-form solution, JOSHI

et al. [JMD*07] show that numerical approximations of the exact
solutions are sufficient in the context of cage-based deformation.
They suggest the following procedure to define each coordinate
function λi.

Let ξi : ∂C →R be the continuous function that is defined piece-
wise over the polygonal faces f ∈ ∂C of C, such that ξi is linear
along the edges of C, harmonic inside each face f , and ξi(c j) = δi, j
for j = 1, . . . ,NC. Note that this definition implies that ξi vanishes
over all faces that are not adjacent to ci and that ξi is linear over the
triangular and bilinear over the quadrilateral faces of C. We then
define λi as the solution to the Laplace equation

∆λi(x) = 0, x ∈ IntC

subject to the Dirichlet boundary condition

λi(x) = ξi(x), x ∈ ∂C.

Classical approaches for computing an approximation of the exact
solution of this PDE include finite difference methods [JMD*07],
the finite element method [MKB*08], the boundary element
method [Rus07], and the method of fundamental solutions [FK98].

Since constant and linear functions are harmonic, it follows that
HC form a partition of unity and satisfy the reproduction property.
Moreover, the boundary condition implies the Lagrange property
and the correct behavior on the polygonal faces of the cage, the
maximum principle ensures that they are non-negative, and HC are
smooth over IntC, because they are solutions to the Laplace equa-
tion. However, while these properties hold for the exact solutions,
some of them are lost due to approximation. The finite difference
and finite element approximations are not smooth and only the fi-
nite element method guarantees the correct behavior over ∂C.

6.2. Bounded Biharmonic Weights

Modeling objects using either cages or skeletons can be tedious,
because each control structure has its merits and shortcomings. For
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instance, skeletons are well-suited for articulated character motion,
but are restrictive when it comes to shape modeling, e.g., thicken-
ing the arms of a character. In addition, the construction of a fully
enclosing cage is a difficult task (see Section 4.2), which makes
the local use of cages and skeletons attractive. Thus, JACOBSON

et al. [JBPS11] present bounded biharmonic weights (BBW) to
bind a model to several cages, skeletons, and point handles. Strictly
speaking, BBW are the result of minimizing piecewise-linear func-
tions w j , which do not provide coordinates for the domain Ω of the
deformation. In order to combine cages with other control struc-
tures, JACOBSON et al. [JBPS11] exploit the fact that cage-based
deformation is a special case of LBS (see Section 2.2). For a num-
ber N ≥ NC of handles, the computation of BBW performs varia-
tional weight optimization minimizing Laplacian energy subject to
a multitude of constraints that enforce interpolation:

argmin
w1,...,wN

N

∑
j=1

1
2

∫
Ω

∥∆w j∥2 dV

subject to w j(hk) = δ jk,

∀ f ∈ ∂C,w j is linear on f ,

∀x ∈ Ω,
N

∑
j=1

w j(x) = 1,

∀x ∈ Ω,w j(x) ∈ [0,1], j = 1, . . . ,N.

(13)

As shape preservation during deformation is an important prop-
erty, the deformation should allow to preserve a user-specified sub-
region Π ⊂ Ω. For this reason, the BBW formulation admits the in-
corporation of a rigidity mask represented by functions ρ : Π→R+

and the addition of the following least squares term:

N

∑
j=1

1
2

∫
Π

ρ∥∆w j∥2 dV.

An embedding mesh E discretizes the domain Ω to numerically
solve the optimization problem. The standard linear finite element
method (FEM) is a suitable numerical method for computing BBW.
The typical approach to solve Laplacian energy offers a discretiza-
tion of Eq. (13):

N

∑
j=1

1
2

∫
Ω

∥∆w j∥2 dV ≈ 1
2

N

∑
j=1

wT
j (LM−1

lumpL)w j, (14)

where Mlump is the lumped mass matrix and L is the cotangential
Laplacian matrix. A quadratic programming solver such as Mosek
[AA00] can be customized to compute BBW based on the matrices
in Eq. (14), the constraints in Eq. (13), and E . Libigl [JP*24] pro-
vides an open source implementation of a BBW solver using the
active set method (see, e.g., [NW06]).

6.3. Local Barycentric Coordinates

Since cage-based deformation expresses the geometry as an affine
sum of cage vertices, the relocation of a single control point can
lead to a global change by propagation into the entire domain Ω,
which is not intended by the user. In order to overcome this limita-
tion, ZHANG et al. [ZDL*14] present local barycentric coordinates
(LBC). For each interior point, LBC only include a small set of

nearby cage vertices for the affine combination, while the coordi-
nates of distant cage vertices vanish, falling below ε ≈ 0.

The key strategy to compute LBC is to minimize the total vari-
ation of the functions λi. Total variation energies offer two cru-
cial benefits for deformation control. First, total variation provides
a metric for oscillation [CV01]. Thus, reducing total variation di-
minishes oscillation. Second, the total variation of a set equals the
perimeter of the set [EG15], which can be used to achieve locality.
Given a strict super level set L+

s (λi) = {λi < s}= {x ∈ Ω | λi(x)>
s} of an arbitrary but fixed s and a GBC function λi, the locality of
λi increases if the area/volume of L+

s (λi) decreases. With the use of
total variation of λi, one can minimize the perimeter P(L+

s (λi);Ω)
to increase locality:∫ +∞

−∞
P(L+

s (λi);Ω)ds =
∫

Ω

|∇λi |dV.

Minimizing the sum of total variations for all NC functions λi
yields LBC for the cage. In order to allow for control of locality,
the penalty coefficients φ̂i adjust the locality of the functions λi.
As a result, solving the following variational convex optimization
problem subject to constraints enforcing the desired interpolation
properties produces LBC:

argmin
λ1,...,λNC

NC

∑
i=1

∫
Ω

φ̂i∥λi ∥dV (15a)

subject to
NC

∑
i=1

λi(x)ci = x,
NC

∑
i=1

λi(x) = 1,λi(x)≥ 0,∀x ∈ Ω (15b)

λi(c j) = δi j,∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,NC} (15c)

λi is linear on all f ,∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,NC} (15d)

The coefficients φ̂i penalize the gradient norm based on the
geodesic distance gi(·) to the cage vertex ci and a continuous func-
tion τ : [0,1]→ [0,1]:

φ̂i = τ

(
gi(x)

argmax
y∈Ω

gi(y)

)
, with x ∈ Ω.

When choosing a monotonically increasing function for τ, points
more distant from ci receive larger penalty coefficients, which leads
to more local support. Analogously, the choice of a monotonically
decreasing function for τ reduces local support.

For computing a solution of Eq. (15a), an embedding tetrahedral
grid EC discretizes Ω. As the numerical computation of LBC im-
poses low run time performance for high-resolution models, TAO

et al. [TDZ19] simplify the discretized formulation of the contin-
uous problem in Eq. (15a) while incurring only negligible devia-
tion from the original discretization. This simplification primarily
capitalizes on the removal of the non-negativity constraint to refor-
mulate the problem so that costly computations for solving global
linear systems can be omitted. Their numerical scheme first com-
putes a solution for the gradients ∇s λi of the tetrahedra s ∈ EC and
subsequently integrate the LBC λi from the gradients propagating
from the boundary.

In order to enforce Lagrange and linearity properties at the
boundary, the gradient gi

b of the function λi at the boundary trian-
gle b should be co-planar to b. The following Neumann boundary
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condition ensures this: nb × (gi
b −hi

b) = 0, where nb is the normal
of b and hi

b is the directional derivative of gi
b on b. In addition, the

final integration step for the functions λi demands gradients gi
f at

interior faces f ∈F to be co-linear for the two adjacent tetrahedra s
and s′: n f ×(gi

fs
−gi

fs′
) = 0, where n f is the normal of f and gi

fs
as

well as gi
fs′

represent the local gradients at the face f from s or s′,
respectively.

The discretized problem is formulated with auxiliary variables
to obtain a separable target function that can be minimized with
the alternating direction method of multiplier (ADMM) [Boy10].
The final formulation uses each auxiliary variable for a specific
part of the optimization problem. Z ∈ R3Nt×NC helps enforce to-
tal variation for the gradients gi

s for each of the Nt tetrahedra in EC ,
X ∈ R3Nb×NC assists enforcing the boundary conditions for the Nb

boundary faces of EC , and Y ∈ R6NInt
f ×NC assists enforcing the in-

tegrability condition for the NInt
f interior faces of EC . For brevity,

G ∈R3Nt×NC denotes all gradient variables. As a result, the follow-
ing optimization problem is a discretization of Eq. (15a):

argmin
G,Z,X,Y

∑
s∈EC

NC

∑
i=1

φ̂
s
iVs∥zi

s∥+ σ̂1(G)+ σ̂2(X)+ σ̂3(Y)

subject to Z = G,X = GSX ,Y = GSY ,

where indicator functions σ̂1, σ̂2, and σ̂3 enforce the conditions in
Eq. (15a) and SX as well as SY are sparse selection matrices that
choose the gradient variables for the boundary and the integrability
conditions, respectively. σ̂1 ensures the condition in Eq. (15b), σ̂2
ensures the condition in Eq. (15c), and σ̂3 ensures the condition in
Eq. (15d).

7. Probability-based Coordinates

One major advantage of EMC is that they are guaranteed to be non-
negative even for non-convex cages, but this comes at the price of
having to solve a global non-linear optimization problem. In fact,
it is not possible to evaluate the exact coordinates locally at an ar-
bitrary point x ∈ C. Instead, an approximation of the coordinates
must first be computed globally by discretizing and solving a PDE.
An alternative construction of non-negative GBC that overcomes
this limitation is related to statistical concepts. In this approach, the
GBC of x are seen as the probabilities of discrete random events
that are associated with the cage vertices ci, and we are looking
for a probability distribution, such that the expected value of the
random variable c = (c1, . . . ,cNC) is E[c] = ∑

NC
i=1 λi(x)ci = x. This

approach typically leads to an optimization problem that is local in
the sense that it determines the GBC λi(x) of x independently of
the coordinates λi(y) of all other points y ̸= x.

7.1. Maximum Entropy Coordinates

SUKUMAR [Suk04] proposes to consider the probability distribu-
tion with least-biased statistical inference. The resulting maximum
entropy coordinates (MEC) λ = (λ1(x), . . . ,λNC(x)) of x ∈ C can
be found by maximizing the Shannon entropy

Hx(λ) =−
NC

∑
i=1

λi(x) logλi(x) (16)

subject to the constraints

NC

∑
i=1

λi(x) = 1,
NC

∑
i=1

λi(x)ci = x. (17)

This works well for convex cages, but the coordinates λ do not sat-
isfy the Lagrange property at concave cage vertices. To overcome
this limitation, HORMANN and SUKUMAR [HS08] propose to re-
place the functional in Eq. (16) with the Shannon–Jaynes entropy

Hx(λ) =−
NC

∑
i=1

λi(x) log
λi(x)
mi(x)

, (18)

which can also be seen as the negative Kullback–Leibler divergence
of λ from the reference distribution m = (m1(x), . . . ,mNC(x)).
HORMANN and SUKUMAR [HS08] suggest to define the prior
functions mi : C → R as

mi(x) =
πi(x)

∑
NC
j=1 π j(x)

, πi(x) =
1

∏ f∋i ρ f (x)
, (19)

where the product in the denominator of πi ranges over all faces
adjacent to ci. Assuming that f ∈ ∂C is a polygon with k vertices
c1, . . . ,ck, the function ρ f : C → R is defined as

ρ f (x) =
k

∑
i=1

A(x,ci,ci+1)−A(c1, . . . ,ck),

where A(y1, . . . ,yn) denotes the area of the polygon with vertices
y1, . . . ,yn, so that ρ f (x) is non-negative and vanishes if and only if
x ∈ f . Consequently, the prior function mi in Eq. (19) vanishes over
∂C, except on the faces adjacent to ci, and satisfies mi(c j) = δi, j .
This is exactly the behavior that we would like the coordinates to
have and MEC inherit it from these prior functions.

Maximizing Hx(λ) in Eq. (18) under the constraints in Eq. (17)
turns out to be equivalent to first finding the unique vector η ∈ R3

that minimizes the strictly convex function

F(η) = log
NC

∑
i=1

Zi(η), Zi(η) = mi(x)e−η
T(ci−x),

which can be done efficiently with a few iterations of Newton’s
method and then defining the coordinates as

λi(x) =
Zi(η)

∑
NC
j=1 Z j(η)

, i = 1, . . . ,NC.

The resulting MEC have all the properties listed in Section 2.1,
except for locality. However, the particular choice of prior func-
tions in Eq. (19) is not “geometry-aware” and can sometimes lead
to badly shaped coordinate functions and undesired deformation
artifacts.

7.2. Maximum Likelihood Coordinates

An alternative approach, which is motivated by the concept of
maximum likelihood estimation, was suggested by CHANG et al.
[CDH23] who propose to maximize the product of the coordinates
λi(x) instead of the Shannon entropy in Eq. (16). In order to extend
this method to non-convex cages, they do not rely on prior func-
tions, but rather pre-process the cage with a series of projection
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and averaging steps, which were inspired by the construction of 2D
iterative coordinates [DCH20].

To find the maximum likelihood coordinates (MLC) of x ∈ C, we
start by shifting the cage C by −x and then projecting the shifted
cage vertices onto the unit sphere around the origin, resulting in the
spherical cage C̊ with vertices

c̊i =
ci −x

∥ci −x∥ .

We then smooth this cage with two averaging steps to get the cage Ĉ
with vertices ĉi. In the first averaging step, we determine the mean
vectors m f for the spherical faces of C̊, and in the second averaging
step, we accumulate the normalized mean vectors of the spherical
faces adjacent to c̊i and normalize the result to obtain

ĉi = ti/∥ti∥, ti = ∑
f∋i

m f /∥m f ∥.

Since the mean vectors m f can be expressed as non-negative lin-
ear combinations of the shifted cage vertices (cf. Eq. (5) in Sec-
tion 5.1), the matrix that includes all the vertices of Ĉ can be ex-
pressed in terms of the matrix that includes all vertices of C as

Ĉ = M
(
C− exT

)
, (20)

where e = (1, . . . ,1)T ∈ Rn and M ∈ RNC×NC is a non-negative
matrix.

Suppose now that we are given some non-negative GBC λ̂ =
(λ̂1, . . . , λ̂NC) of the origin with respect to the cage Ĉ, that is, λ̂Ĉ =
0, then we can define the GBC λ = (λ1(x), . . . ,λNC(x)) of x with
respect to the original cage C as

λ =
λ̂M
λ̂Me

. (21)

These coordinates are non-negative, because λ̂ and M are non-
negative, they form a partition of unity, because λe = 1, and the
reproduction property follows from Eqs. (20) and (21), because

λC =
λ̂MC
λ̂Me

=
λ̂Ĉ+ λ̂MexT

λ̂Me
= xT.

This pre-processing step reduces the problem of finding GBC λ

of a point x inside an arbitrary cage C to the problem of finding
GBC λ̂ = (λ̂1, . . . , λ̂NC) of the origin with respect to the vertices of
a spherical cage Ĉ, and CHANG et al. [CDH23] propose to find the
latter by maximizing the function

ℓ(λ̂) = log
NC

∏
i=1

λ̂i =
NC

∑
i=1

log λ̂i,

subject to the constraints

NC

∑
i=1

λ̂i = 1,
NC

∑
i=1

λ̂iĉi = x.

Using Lagrangian multipliers, this optimization problem with NC
variables can be converted into an optimization problem with only
d = 3 variables, namely finding the unique minimum of the strictly
convex function

F(η) =−
NC

∑
i=1

log
(
NC +η

T(ĉi −x)
)
.

The global minimizer η ∈ R3 of F can be determined efficiently
with Newton’s method in a few iterations, and the barycentric co-
ordinates of the origin with respect to Ĉ are then defined as

λ̂i =
1

NC +ηT(ĉi −x)
.

These coordinates are non-negative by construction, and it remains
to plug them into Eq. (21). The resulting MLC have all desired
properties, and CHANG et al. [CDH23] further explain how the
global minimizer η of F can be used to compute the derivatives of
MLC at x. However, if x is close to a cage face, then it may happen
that the spherical cage Ĉ does not contain the origin, and then the
procedure above does not give proper GBC of x with respect to C.

8. Coordinates with Normal Control

Another category of methods extends the notion of GBC by adding
normal control. Although these methods are no longer interpola-
tory, they have the advantage of producing more realistic deforma-
tion. Both Green coordinates (Sections 8.1 and 8.2) and Somigliana
coordinates (Section 8.3) introduced in this section are based on
the boundary integral formulations of PDEs. Therefore, they in-
herit the simplicity of point-wise evaluation as MVC (see Sec-
tion 5.1), while also incorporating smoothness and shape preser-
vation of EMC (see Section 6), yet without the need for solving
linear systems.

8.1. Green Coordinates

Green coordinates (GC), introduced by LIPMAN et al. [LLC08] for
triangular cages, differ from all previously presented coordinates in
the sense that the deformation function is defined as a blending of
the cage vertices as well as the cage triangle normals. This allows
inferring local shape rotations from pure cage vertex translations.

Those are based on Green’s third identity that allows expressing
any harmonic function u(y),y ∈ R3 inside a volumetric domain Ω

from the diffusion of associated Dirichlet and Neumann conditions
set on its boundary ∂Ω:

u(x) =
∫

∂Ω

u(y)∂1G(y,x))
∂ny

day −
∫

∂Ω

G(y,x)∂u(y))
∂ny

day, (22)

where day is the area element on ∂Ω and G is the fundamental so-
lution to the Laplace equation in R3 (i.e., ∆1G(y,x) = ∆2G(y,x) =
δ0(∥x−y∥)):

G(y,x) = G(x,y) = −1
4π∥x−y∥ ,

∇1G(y,x) =−∇2G(y,x) = y−x
4π∥y−x∥3 .

Thus, we observe that those coordinates can only be expressed
for cages that do not self-intersect, as they have to be expressed
as “the surface boundary of a volumetric compact space”. Note
that this derivation allows deriving deformation only for the inte-
rior of the domain. Though we do not detail it, an algorithm to
derive GC for points outside the cage was presented by LIPMAN

et al. [LLC08].
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While it is straightforward to express the Dirichlet condition on
a triangle t as

u(y) = ∑
i∈t

Γ
t
i(y)c

′
i

for deformed triangle corners c′i (corresponding to mapping a 3D
flat triangle to a 3D flat triangle), it is unclear which Neumann con-
dition should be set for the triangle t.

To compute the solution to the Laplace equation

∆u = 0 in Ω,

u given on ∂Ω,

one should ensure that not only the Dirichlet condition but also
the Neumann condition holds. Unfortunately, finding the Neumann
condition associated with the Dirichlet condition is as difficult as
solving the Laplace equation, and no analytical solution has ever
been found for non-trivial domains. Note that setting up this Neu-
mann condition would lead to analytical formulas reproducing the
deformation behavior of HC (see Section 6.1), as HC discretize the
Laplace equation.

Instead, LIPMAN et al. [LLC08] set a Neumann condition that
leads to the completion of the 2D linear map inferred by the Dirich-
let condition into a 3D linear map that best approximates a quasi-
conformal map onto the triangle t, by mapping the input normal nt
to the deformed normal n′

t and accounting for the stretch factor of
the 2D linear map t 7→ t′:

∂u(y)
∂ny

= σtn′
t , ∀y ∈ t.

Using two edges (e1,e2) of the input triangle t, the stretch factor σt
is computed as

σt =

√
∥e′1∥2∥e2∥2 +∥e′2∥2∥e1∥2 −2(e1 · e2)(e′1 · e′2)

2∥e1 × e2∥2 . (23)

Setting this Neumann condition for all triangles leads empiri-
cally to 3D quasi-conformal deformation, which is, to the best of
our knowledge, almost unique. We are not aware of any work other
than Green coordinates allowing for non-trivial quasi-conformal
3D deformation obtained from closed-form expressions.

The final deformation formula reads:

x′ =
NC

∑
i=1

φi(x)c′i +
NF

∑
j=1

ψ j(x)σt j n
′
t j , (24)

with coordinates φi and ψ j:

φ
t
i(x) =

∫
t
Γ

t
i(y)

∂1G(y,x))
∂ny

day,

φi(x) = ∑
i∈t

φ
t
i(x),

ψ j(x) =−
∫

t j

G(y,x)day.

Computation LIPMAN et al. [LLC08] provide expressions for
the integrals, which impose precision and efficiency issues. BEN-
CHEN et al. [BWG09] noted that expressions for the computation

of GC are given by URAGO [Ura00], along with their gradients
and Hessians. In their paper [BWG09], GC are used as a smooth
harmonic subspace for as-rigid-as-possible shape deformation, by
optimizing for least-squared deviations from positional constraints,
rotational/similarity constraints on the medial axis and smoothness
constraints. We recommend using the expressions in their paper
[BWG09] instead of the original computation scheme.

8.2. Green Coordinates for Tri-Quad Cages

Green coordinates were recently extended to tri-quad cages by
THIERY and BOUBEKEUR [TB22]. Their work borrows important
ingredients from THIERY et al. [TMB18], such as

• the derivation of validity equations, ensuring exact reproduction
of identity,

• the use of an optimized Riemann summation allowing for effi-
cient approximation of the ground truth coordinates,

• the casting of the resulting approximation to the null-space of
the validity equations.

As emphasized in Section 8.1, the key to the quasi-conformal
property of GC is the suitable definition of the Dirichlet and Neu-
mann conditions. For a non-planar quad q, the Dirichlet condition
defined by the bilinear interpolant (quv 7→ q′

uv) results in i) a non-
constant stretch factor σq(u,v) over the quad and ii) a non-constant

face normal nq′
uv. Following the construction of GC leads to the fol-

lowing Neumann condition:

∂u(quv)

∂nq
uv

= σq(u,v)nq′
uv, ∀(u,v) ∈ [0,1]2, (25)

where σq(u,v) is computed from Eq. (23), using the tangent
vectors (∂uquv,∂vquv,∂uq′

uv,∂vq′
uv) instead of the triangle edges

(e1,e2,e′1,e
′
2).

Applying these steps using the following contributions of q to the
Dirichlet and Neumann conditions in combination with Eqs. (22)
and (25) results in

Dirichlet: uq
D(x) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
q′

uv
(quv −x) ·Nq

uv

4π∥quv −x∥3 dudv,

Neumann: uq
N(x) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

σq(u,v)nq′

uv

4π∥quv −x∥∥Nq
uv∥dudv.

This leads to integrals that seem unfortunately impossible to for-
mulate as simple expressions of geometrical quantities.

THIERY and BOUBEKEUR [TB22] propose instead to deviate
slightly from this definition and to use an auxiliary Neumann
boundary condition σ

aux
q (u,v):

σ
aux
q (u,v) =

∥Nq′
uv∥

∥Nq
uv∥

.
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Introducing this quantity in uq
N(x) leads to

uq
N(x) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

σq(u,v)nq′
uv

4π∥quv −x∥
σ

aux
q (u,v)

σaux
q (u,v)

∥Nq
uv∥dudv

=
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

Nq′
uv

4π∥quv −x∥
σq(u,v)

σaux
q (u,v)

dudv

=
3

∑
k=0

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

bk
uv

4π∥quv −x∥
σq(u,v)

σaux
q (u,v)

dudv Nq′

k

≃
3

∑
k=0

ψ
k
q(x)σ

k
qNq′

k (26)

with

ψ
k
q(x) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

bk
uv

4π∥quv −x∥ dudv, (27)

appearing as a quad-corner Neumann coordinate and σ
k
q a quad-

corner stretch factor approximating the ratio σq(u,v)/σ
aux
q (u,v)

over the quad, importance-sampled by bk
uv.

Taking the contribution of q to the Dirichlet condition, one ob-
tains

uq
D(x) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
q′

uv
(quv −x) ·Nq

uv

4π∥quv −x∥3 dudv =
3

∑
k=0

φ
q
qk (x)q

′
k

with

φ
q
qk (x) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
bk

uv
(quv −x) ·Nq

uv

4π∥quv −x∥3 dudv (28)

appearing as a quad corner Dirichlet coordinate.

Accumulating the per-face Dirichlet coordinates together with
the Neumann coordinates for triangular faces, the following defor-
mation scheme is obtained:

x′ =
NC

∑
i=1

φi(x)c′i + ∑
t∈T

ψt(x)σtn′
t + ∑

q∈Q

3

∑
k=0

ψ
k
q(x)σ

k
qNq′

k ,

which extends the Green coordinates deformation function for tri-
angular cages (cf. Eq. (24)).

Validity equations As disclaimed, closed-form expressions for
the coordinates were not derived by THIERY and BOUBEKEUR

[TB22], and a strategy similar to the computation of QMVC was
used. Despite the approximation, QGC are guaranteed to be valid,
as they are constrained to reproduce the identity.

To obtain such constraints, one can consider the contribution of
a quad q to the reproduction of the identity equation. If a tessela-
tion of q using NTes triangles t j = (t j

0, t
j
1, t

j
2) ∈ R3×3 is considered,

the contributions of q and t j to the reproduction of identity should
match:

3

∑
k=0

φ
q
qk (x)qk +ψ

k
q(x)N

q
k =

NTes

∑
j=1

2

∑
k=0

φ
j
t j
k
(x)t j

k +
NTes

∑
j=1

ψ j(x)nt j . (29)

Considering the specific nature of the coefficients φ, one can see
that summing them up leads to the solid angle ωq(x) spanned by q
from the point of view of x, since

(quv −x) ·Nq
uv

∥quv −x∥3 dudv = dSx(quv) (see Eq. (10))

establishes a link between GC and MVC through their respective
kernels. This additional constraint therefore reads

3

∑
k=0

φ
q
qk (x) =

NTes

∑
j=1

2

∑
k=0

φ
t j

t j
k
(x)
(
=

ωq(x)
4π

)
. (30)

Noting that Φ
q = (φ

q
q0 ,φ

q
q1 ,φ

q
q2 ,φ

q
q3 ,ψ

q
q0 ,ψ

q
q1 ,ψ

q
q2 ,ψ

q
q3) and us-

ing both validity Eqs. (29) and (30) leads to the following matrix
expression constraint:

AqΦ
q(x) = mq(x) ∈ R4, (31)

Aq =

(
q0 q1 q2 q3 Nq

0 Nq
1 Nq

2 Nq
3

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

)
∈ R4×8.

As proven by THIERY and BOUBEKEUR [TB22], the null space
of this equation is always 4D (as long as q is not degenerate), and
the solution to Eq. (31) therefore takes (see Section 5.4) the form
of the 4D “minimal-norm solution” (given by pseudo-inversion of
Eq. (31)) and a combination of additional 4D vectors κi aligned
with its (four-dimensional) kernel:

Φ
q = Φ̄

q +
3

∑
i=0

αiκi, Φ̄
q = Aq

†mq, Aqκi = 0.

Further following the strategy of THIERY et al. [TMB18] to com-
pute smooth approximate QMVC, a smooth and robust estimate Φ̃

q

is computed using a Riemann summation approximating Eqs. (27)
and (28).

Note on quasi-conformality Like the original GC, quasi-
conformality was not formally proven, but merely empirically ob-
served. Note that the approximation introduced by considering the
ratio σq(u,v)/σ

aux
q (u,v) as constant over the quad q (see Eq. (26))

makes QGC only an approximation that one would obtain by tesse-
lating the bilinear quads (at the limit) and using the original GC ap-
proach. The approximation becomes formally null when all quads
are scaled uniformly.

8.3. Somigliana Coordinates

CHEN et al. [CDD23] recently introduced Somigliana coordinates
(SC) with normal control. SC draw inspiration from linear elastic-
ity, specifically the Navier–Cauchy equation, which extends GC to
better volume control. In contrast to the harmonic equation, lin-
ear elasticity measures both the material’s compressibility and the
smoothness of deformation. This leads to a displacement field u
that satisfies

µ∆u+
µ

1−2ν
∇(∇·u) = b, (32)

where µ > 0 is the shear modulus, ν is the Poisson ratio, and b
is the external body load. If no external load is exerted (b = 0),
the displacement field within the domain is entirely determined by
the boundary conditions, including the boundary displacement u
and the associated traction τττ. This relationship is given by the
Somigliana identity [Som85] written as

u(x) =
∫

∂Ω

[
T (y,x)u(y)+K(y,x)τττ(x)

]
day, ∀x ∈ Ω. (33)
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Table 2: Comparison of cage coordinate types ordered by category (top to bottom: GBC with explicit formulas, EMC, probability-based
coordinates, and coordinates with normal control) and year of publication.

coordinates Lagrange
property

pointwise
evaluation face type extrapolation comment

triangle quad

MVC [FKR05] ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ Simple and efficient

SBC [LBS06] ✔ ✔ ✔ planar ✔ Support for planar n-gon faces

PMVC [LKCL07] ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ Non-negative MVC on the GPU

QMVC [TMB18] ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ Use of tri-quad cages

HC [JMD*07] ✔ ✘ ✔ planar ✘ Local deformation influence

BBW [JBPS11] ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ Enables the joint use of cages,
skeletons, and point handles

LBC [ZDL*14] ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ Enables to control locality

MEC [HS08] ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ Direct evaluation for
arbitrary polygon-cages

MLC [CDH23] ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ Better shape awareness than MEC

GC [LLC08] ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ Conformal mapping

QGC [TB22] ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Symmetry preserving

SC [CDD23] ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ Volume control

In fact, this equation is a generalization of Green’s third identity
(see Eq. (22)) to linear elasticity. Here, K represents the fundamen-
tal solutions of linear elasticity, also known as the Kelvin solution,
and T corresponds to the boundary traction derived from it. The ex-
pressions for K and T [CDD23] contain terms resembling, respec-
tively, the fundamental solution of the Laplacian equation and its
normal derivative, but they are further combined with extra terms
that control volume compression. The strength of this control is
determined by the Poisson ratio ν.

Much like the derivation of GC, SC are obtained by recognizing
that the identity mapping u(x) = x also satisfies Eq. (32). When
substituting the mapping to the boundary integral Eq. (33), it yields
a reproduction of the rest pose:

x =
NC

∑
i=1

Ti(x)ci +
NF

∑
j=1

K j(x)(cnt j ), (34)

where the constant c=2µ(1+ν)/(1−2ν) is the magnitude of the
boundary traction induced by u(x)=x, and Ti, Kti are the matrix-
valued SC respectively defined for cage vertices and facets, com-
puted through

Ti(x) =
∫

∂Ω

T (y,x)Γi(y)dσy,

Kti(x) =
∫

∂Ω

K(y,x)Πti(y)dσy,

where Γi is the piecewise linear basis function for the cage vertex
and Πti is piecewise constant across the cage face. Since deriving
the closed-form expressions for the above integrals is technically

challenging, CHEN et al. [CDD23] use quadrature rules to compute
these integrals over cage triangles. As a result, computation of SC
can be massively parallelized, enabling effective use of the compu-
tational power of GPUs.

Corotational formulation A significant distinction between
matrix-valued SC and scalar coordinates lies in their tensorial na-
ture, which renders them dependent on the global orientation and
scaling of the undeformed cage. Consequently, they cannot repro-
duce similarity transformations, inheriting the limitations of linear
elasticity. This flaw would cause significant volume inflation ar-
tifacts when dealing with large deformations. To address this is-
sue, CHEN et al. [CDD23] further proposed an improvement to SC
using a corotational formulation to achieve similarity invariance.
Specifically, each cage facet is associated with a rotation matrix Rti
representing a local frame. From face rotations, a nodal rotation
Ri can be computed by averaging the rotations of its neighboring
faces. As a result, the deformed mesh T ′ is interpolated using a
corotational extension of Eq. (34):

v′ = T(v)−1

[
NC

∑
i=1

RiTi(v)RT
i c′i +

NF

∑
i=1

Rti Kti(v)R
T
ti τττ

′
ti

]
(35)

with T(v)=∑
NC
i=1 RiTi(v)RT

i . Here, τττ
′
ti is the Neumann boundary

condition for the corotated traction. As shown by CHEN et al.
[CDD23], this traction simplifies to a scaled and rotated rest nor-
mal, i.e., τττ

′
ti = sti Rti nti , with the elastic material coefficients and

strain stretches being factored out into a single scalar sti for legibil-
ity.
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Figure 2: Visualization of the local influence of red control vertices for different coordinate types with a logarithmically scaled color map.

According to Eq. (35), the final deformation is determined by
both cage positions and the choice of sti and Rti . This selection
is crucial for the appearance and behavior of the cage deformer.
Among the available options, CHEN et al. [CDD23] recommended
two representative variants which offer complementary benefits.
The global approach derives scaling and rotation using a regis-
tration process that returns the optimal similarity transformation
aligning the rest cage with the deformed cage. In this approach, all
faces share the same rotation and scaling values, resulting in defor-
mation that resembles more computationally expensive boundary
element methods and achieving a higher level of realism. In con-
trast, the local approach estimates rotation and scaling on a per-
face basis. This approach typically tends to produce more artistic
and creatively exaggerated results, featuring localized deformation.
While both variants incorporate volume control to account for the
material compressibility, they also contain a set of scaling factors
based on solid angles in the estimation of each sti . These scaling
factors enable real-time generation of localized bulges, adding a
level of detail that respects the curvature changes of the cage and
thus complementing the volume control. These variants offer great
flexibility for interactive shape editing, allowing for intuitive ad-
justments and fine-tuning of deformation.

9. Comparing Coordinate Types

As the various coordinate types possess different advantages and
disadvantages, we provide a comparison. Table 2 presents a com-
parative overview of the presented coordinate types.

9.1. Locality

Since the influence of each cage vertex should be local for intu-
itive deformation control, our discussion involves the locality of
coordinate types. Prototypical for our experiments, Fig. 2 plots the

local influence of various GBC types for a selected set of control
vertices. Generally, all the coordinate types in this report provide
local deformation but the degree of the locality highly varies across
coordinate types.

MVC provide high influence near the control vertices, while the
GBC functions decay only slowly in the more distant regions. The
probability-based coordinates such as MLC are less local and de-
cay slower than MVC. EMC (see Section 6) exhibit the most local
deformation control. HC are more local than MVC. A significant
increase of locality is achieved using BBW for cage-based defor-
mation. The use of LBC (with τ(x) = 1) inherently provides the
most local set of GBC. Our experiments confirm that even more
local GBC are obtained by setting τ to a monotonically increasing
function. The locality of coordinates with normal control is more
difficult to plot, because face normals and stretch factors also influ-
ence the locality of deformation. Typically, these coordinates pro-
vide less locality than the other coordinate types.

9.2. Cage Connectivity

As quad-layouts are more common in industry, many applications
use quads for cages. Consequently, a cage needs to be triangulated,
if the coordinate type only supports triangles. However, deforming
a model with a triangulated cage can lead to artifacts (see Fig. 3).
Instead of triangulating cage polygons, one should use suitable co-
ordinates to avoid artifacts in the deformed geometry.

The probability-based coordinate types conceptionally support
pointwise evaluation for arbitrary polygon cages, while MLC has
only been evaluated for triangle cages up to now. Local deforma-
tion for planar polygon cages can be obtained with the use of HC,
though the numerical solver of use needs to provide an imple-
mentation for the polygon type of the cage. Considering that the
most commonly used solvers for HC are implemented for trian-
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undeformed MVC QMVC GC QGC

Figure 3: Cage triangulation can lead to artifacts. The use of tri-quad enabled coordinates such as QGC resolves this issue.

gular cages, users cannot easily benefit from the support of arbi-
trary planar polygons. Users can easily deform models with quad
or tri-quad cages using QMVC or QGC and benefit from simple
and efficient pointwise evaluation. An advantage of QGC is its ex-
trapolation capabilities, which enable users to only wrap the model
parts of interest with cages while each cage still deforms the exte-
rior parts.

9.3. Shape Preservation

As users typically wish to preserve surface features, cage-based de-
formation should avoid significant distortion of surface features.
However, large deformation can lead to unintended shape distor-
tion. Thus, we discuss the ability of different coordinate types to
preserve the input shape under large deformation. Figure 4 presents
the resulting geometries by substantially deforming an Ogre model.

The application of simple MVC to large deformation can im-
pose sharp artifacts, because MVC is prone to inflating the volume
more at the parts near the cage vertices. This can lead to asym-
metric shapes such as the chest of the Ogre and sharp bumps such
as the distortion at the Ogre’s wrist and shoulder. Since the local-
ity of MVC is governed by the euclidean distance between a point
x ∈ Ω and a cage vertex, the occurrence of these artifacts is diffi-
cult to avoid. Due to their increased locality, the EMC suffer from
the same problem. Significant artifacts are observed with the use
of BBW, whereas one can easily preserve certain areas by incorpo-
rating an additional energy term, e.g., preserving the Ogre’s right
wrist. Among the EMC, the application of LBC seems to most re-
liably prevent artifacts, because their calculation effectively mini-
mizes total variation and the locality is controlled by geodesic dis-
tances.

Deformation using MLC provides good shape awareness in the
interior of the cage, which results in good volume preservation.
For instance, see the Ogre’s right arm after deformation with MLC.
However, the probability-based GBC also incur artifacts especially
at the regions close to the cage boundary. The best feature and vol-
ume preservation is provided by the cage coordinates with normal
control, because they deform the model considering the shape and

scaling of cage faces besides the cage vertex positions. As a re-
sult, coordinates with normal control better avoid the introduction
of asymmetries and sharp features (see the Ogre’s chest and shoul-
der). While GC provide good feature preservation in general, im-
proved control of volume and shape preservation can be achieved
using SC. Cage deformation using SC can restrict the volume infla-
tion of the model (see the Ogre’s right hand). The only drawback of
coordinates with normal control is that after large deformation the
cage potentially intersects the model. In such a situation, the influ-
ence of the cage on the model is not as intuitive and the user needs
to gauge which cage vertices to relocate to achieve the intended
deformation.

9.4. Computational Complexity

The coordinate types for cage-based deformation differ in their
computational overheads at bind time. The EMC impose the most
pre-calculation demands. One needs to obtain a sufficient embed-
ding EC (see Section 4.3) to initiate the calculation of coordinates.
Additionally, a numerical scheme is required to calculate the coor-
dinates, which typically cannot be trivially prallelized. As a result,
the calculation of high quality EMC such as BBW or LBC can
impose low run time performance. For instance, the calculation of
BBW or LBC for an EC with over one million tetrahedra took sev-
eral days on an Intel i9-11900K CPU with 64 GB of RAM in our
experiments. Thus, it is advised to offload the calculation of EMC
on a remote machine and save the coordinates for later use.

The other coordinate types can be calculated efficiently for high-
resolution models in a couple of seconds or even milliseconds. The
actual run time performance depends on the implementation. Es-
pecially, the GBC with explicit formulas and the coordinates with
normal control admit efficient parallelization on massively paral-
lel GPUs. The probability-based coordinates require an additional
numerical optimization step that can typically be performed effi-
ciently.

9.5. Summary of Coordinate Type Comparison

The barycentric coordinates with explicit formulas offer a simple
construction that is easy to apply to various use cases, whereas
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undeformed MVC HC BBW

LBC (τ(x) = x2) MLC GC SC (ν = 0.1)

Figure 4: Comparison of the results of large deformation of an Ogre model using different coordinate types.

these coordinates impose several limitations. Many of these limi-
tations have been overcome by other coordinate types. The EMC
offer improved locality for deformation control and should be used
for applications where small deformation is needed to adjust local
details while preserving the global shape. Additionally, suitable ap-
plications for EMC are tolerant to long pre-calculation times. For
quick and shape preserving modeling applications, the coordinates
with normal control are most shape-preserving under large defor-
mation. The probability-based coordinates offer pointwise evalua-
tion for topologically arbitrary cages, while MLC have only been
evaluated for triangle cages up to now. However, they do not offer
the locality of EMC or the shape preservation of coordinates with
normal control. We will publish source code to unify all the current
cage coordinate types in one framework.

10. Deforming the Model

After a set of GBC is determined, users can relocate cage vertices
to deform the model at interactive rates. The deformation of the
model then either uses Eq. (2), Eq. (3), or a specific scheme involv-
ing polygon normals (see Section 8). Each of these deformation
schemes can easily be parallelized for GPUs to achieve real-time
performance for deforming high-resolution models. Over the years,
academics devised cage-based deformation systems to support im-
portant use cases and various coordinate types.

*Cages is a hierarchical multilevel cage-based deformation sys-
tem by GONZÁLEZ GARCÍA et al. [GPCP13] that allows the com-

bination of coordinate types across a single cage. In *Cages, the
union of non-intersecting small leaf-cages span the enclosing cage
for deformation control. Each leaf-cage can use its own coordinate
type independent of other leaf cages. In between adjacent leaf cages
*Cages C1-blends the coordinates to produce a smooth deforma-
tion, which allows using multiple leaf-cages for one deformation.
As a result, deformation control is localized for a user-defined sub-
part of the cage. This improves run times and memory consump-
tion.

CASTI et al. [CCLS18] provide the extendable CageLab tool to
the academic community. CageLab enables users to visually evalu-
ate cage quality and the local influence of a specific type of GBC.
Using CageLab, the user is able to load a set of GBC or calculate
different coordinate types. At the time of writing, CageLab sup-
ported GC and MVC. To allow for character animation, CageLab
features an FBX file [Aut24] (3D scene format) importer and a key-
framing system.

As cages are complementary to skeletons, CORDA et al.
[CTL*20] present a deformation system to couple cages with skele-
tons. The system supports typical linear cage-based deformation
(see Eq. (2)). After the determination of GBC, barycentric coordi-
nates for the skeleton-joints are calculated using cage-coordinates.
Whenever the user deforms the skeleton, the system produces T ′

using LBS and finds new cage vertex positions Ĉ′ by solving a lin-
ear system:

WĈ′ = V′.
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Whenever the user deforms the cage, instead of using Eq. (2) to
deform the model, the system reflects the changes of C′ to the rest
cage C, such that the barycentric coordinates for the skeleton pro-
duce T ′. This concept extends to non-linear coordinate types such
as GC, though it requires more complex algorithms for coupling
the cage with the skeleton.

11. Conclusion

In summary, we have presented the current state of the art of
cage-based deformation in a systematic way, addressing advan-
tages and disadvantages. We have contributed a report that com-
prehensibly presents and reviews cage-based deformation. With
this report, we have organized the cage generation methods and
coordinate types into categories. Our categorization bundles ap-
proaches with commonalities to provide a comparative overview
reflecting the most relevant advantages and disadvantages for prac-
tical use. As a result, our report facilitates the identification of
suitable approaches for specific use cases and illuminates ongo-
ing challenges. Our application can be retrieved under https:
//github.com/DanStroeter/CageModeler.git.

11.1. Future Research Directions

Due to the many recent advancements, future research potentially
enables leveraging cage-based deformation in important applica-
tions. As recent advances enable efficient point-wise evaluation for
quad and tri-quad cages, mesh modeling applications such as shape
design or virtual prototyping might be able to benefit from defor-
mation by cage control. For VR/AR, the use of interactive cage-
based deformation allows the modeling of geometry within a vir-
tual environment. Interactive cage generation for VR/AR is a po-
tentially interesting research direction.

In the light of machine learning, cage-based deformation is an
approach to span a coordinate system, which is amenable to neural
networks and enables the application of machine learning to geo-
metric data and its deformation. Our evaluation shows that the use
of the newer coordinate types provides crucial advantages, whereas
current work, e.g. [YAK*20; PYL*22; XH22], on coupling neu-
ral networks with cage-based deformation use the earlier coordi-
nate types. As machine learning methods typically rely on exten-
sive data sets, cage-based deformation can generate variations of
existing models to improve coverage of training data. In addition,
neural networks may be used to parameterize a set of GBC such as
recently proposed by DODIK et al. [DSSS23]. Up to now, the ad-
vanced cage construction methods and coordinate types have been
only sparsely used in the field of machine learning. We hope that
our report will motivate future efforts to extend the field of cage-
based deformation.
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